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Abstract
Public deliberation involves informed discussion by groups of citizens, representing a general public. Such groups are sometimes convened by decision makers or nongovernmental organizations as inputs to public policy. These groups have traditionally met face-to-face (F2F), requiring considerable time and expense. Online deliberation environments may provide a more cost-effective and/or less inhibiting environment for public participation. But do online deliberation methods (e.g. discussion boards or internet-enhanced teleconferences) bias participation toward certain individuals or demographic groups? We compare F2F versus online contribution levels of participants in a large-scale, random assignment, U.S. deliberation experiment that allows for within-participants and cross-modal comparisons. For English speaking adults who were requested to have Internet access as a condition of participation, we find no negative effects of online modes on equality of participation (EoP) related to gender, age, or educational level. An asynchronous discussion board/forum appears to have improved EoP for gender relative to F2F discussion. The data suggest a dampening effect of online environments on black participants, as well as amplification for white participants. Synchronous online voice communication F2F is on par with F2F across individuals (measured by Gini index). But individual-level EoP is much lower in the online forum, and greater online forum participation predicts greater F2F participation for India volunteers. Measures rates of participation are compared to self-reported experiences, and other findings are discussed.

Methods
Community forum experiment deliberation methods (run in four U.S. cities: Chicago, Sacramento, Silver Spring, and Durham) All groups read educational materials beforehand:
1. Brief Citizens’ Deliberation (BCD)
   - 24 groups of 12 each, on average, F2F once for 2 hours, active facilitator
2. Community Deliberation (CD)
   - 24 groups of around 12 people each, 2 F2F sessions of 2.5 hrs. each, with a week of access to an online asynchronous discussion forum (Demet) between sessions, active facilitator F2F
3. Online Deliberative Posting (ODP)
   - 24 groups, around 12 in each group, convened weekly online through a synchronous voice interface for four 75 minute sessions, minimal facilitation
4. Citizens’ Panel (CP)
   - 4 groups of 24-30 participants met for 2.5 days each, three active facilitators in large group meetings, plus non-facilitated breakout groups

5. Reading Materials Only Group (RMO)
   - No discussion with other participants – control group

Transcript files from each of the sessions were scraped and the volume (percent of total words said, not including facilitator), frequency (percent of total utterances said, not including facilitator), and average contribution length were compared. Additionally, Gini indices were calculated for each group, as a measure of inequality.

Measures: Frequency, Volume, Average Contribution Length (ACL), Gini Index, Subjective Equality Factor from post-deliberation experience survey

Data

Conclusions
1. Online effects on demographic groups’ participation equality
   - Gender: No consistent effects of online versus F2F EoP
   - Ethnicity: Online settings appear to reduce black and increase white participation somewhat, relative to F2F, even when controlling for age group and educational level
   - Age: Older participants appear to contribute relatively more online than F2F
   - Education: Online environments do not appear to reduce EoP across levels

2. Online effects on individual-level participation equality
   - Synchronous voice deliberation on par with F2F as measured by Gini indices
   - Optional online forum (Demet) strongly increased Gini index over F2F, including the CD-F2F environment that included the same participants.

3. Online environments and group size effects
   - Online environments (ODP and CD-Demet) eliminated the group size amplification of inequality seen in BCD and CP methods

4. Online posted as a predictor of F2F participation
   - Demet forums in the CD method outperformed nonposters on all three contribution measures, indicating the tendency for an individual to participate correlates across online and F2F contexts

5. Relationship of self-reported experience to measures of participation equality
   - Gini indices for frequency, volume, and ACL, as measures of individual-level EoP, were good predictors both of each other and of the subjective equality factor
   - But black participants rated all but one of the methods more equal than did white participants, even when they participated less by volume than white identified participants did
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